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A time-of-flight SJSLC~ lx2.s Leon built for a parkle 

identification with the SLAC 1. 6 GeV/c Spectrometer Facility. 

The system makes use of a nanosecond modulation of the SLAC 

primary electron beam. The fligT1.L time of the particle is 

detcrminccl by comparing t!:c phase of the arrival of a pulse 

from a counter at the counting electronics to an rf JJ’aL\Jeform 

extractxl from the deflection plates \vhich modulate ti:c accel- 

ex~ztcd beam. Tki: sysixm is reln.ti?rcly simple and has been 

used successfully in szvrjral experiments at SLXC. 



I. INTRODUCTION 

We describe a time-of-flight system designed for use with the SLAC 1.6 C&V/c 

spectrometer. Although the system was designed specifically for use with this 

spectrometer, it could be used in any experimental area at SLAC. 

A method often used to determine the time-of-flight through an ex-erimental 

arrangement is to place two counters some distance apart and to measure the 

flight time between them utilizing a time-to-height converter. The first counter, 

being nearer the primary beam, can have an objectionable high counting rate. 

This becomes a severe problem with a linac with its short duty cycle and high 

intensity. The system n-e employ circumvents this problem entirely by removing 

the need for the first counter. 

The primary beam is modulated into nanosecond bursts with separations that 

can be wried from 25 to 50 nsec. 1 Particles produced by the primary beam in a 

target will arrive at the time-of-flight counter with a definite phase relation to the 

primary beam modulation depending on their velocity. An essential part of the 

system is to provide a convenient reference signal relatecl to the modulation of 

the primary beam. Once this sign21 113s been ob!a%ncd the time-of-flight system 

in its sinqlcst form is composed of one counter and a sLandarc1 coincidence circuit. 

In fact this is the way we have used the system a. goocl part of the Lime. The time- 

of-flight. counter can be put in any esperimt~ntal are?. at sI.:,j.c at the convenience of 

the experirncnter or co;lve’;scly an:y COUXtCj* of an cxpcrimen tal a rrar.gFmcnt can 

be usccl. Usually the cocinier lvi;?2 tlic 1jCSt resolnlion and loTvest counting rate is 

prcferrcd, 
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For example, consider the problem of a counter system trying to identify a non- 

relativistic particle in an overwhelming flu.. of relativistic particles. Using the 

modulated beam, the relativistic particles will arrive at a different time than the 

particle of interest. Indeed the two types of particles will never arrive at the 

counter system at the same time. Thus, not only is a clean time-of-flight separa- 

tion obtained but all accidental coincidences are also eliminated between the 

particle of interest and the background. We have been faced with a problem of 

this sort2 and have used the time-of-flight to eliminate accidentals in an experiment 

very similar to that described above. 

We can even go one step further. Consider a situation v:here the counting 

rates clue to the background are so high that pile up or even blocking occurs in 

the phototubes, We could modulate the response of the phototube so that the 

relativistic particles do not even cause a pulse to appear at the output of the 

phototube. This can be accomplished by applying the time reference signal to 

the first dynode or a g-rid of a phototubc (the SGAVP has a special grid for this 

purpose). 394 

The time-of-flight system is a useful cl evice for partjclc iticntilicntion and 

diagnostic \vorl<. It can be usccl as a sorling process rather than a device that 

discrjminatcs apinst one psrlicle in favor of auothcr. It can accept the v:hole 

particle spectrum categorizing particles by their time-of-fljght without the large 

statistical fluctuation espcrienccd ii1 counters due to the interactions of the 

particles in the counter. The cf’fecti\rcness in discl’il!lillGtio;l of added rQquj.renlciits 

such as pulse height 01' Cerc:n!zv radiation C;lIi easily I;e cIt~tcri!lint~cl bar obser\:ilig 

tile change in the time-of-flight spectrum br.?forc and after the n(‘w rcquiremcnts 

are added. 
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II. CONSIDERATIONS OF TII1IE-OF-FLIGHT MEASUREMENTS 

WITH THE 1.6 GeV/c SPECTROMETER 

Figure 1 shows the variation of flight times through the 1.6 GeV/c spectrom- 

eter as a function of momentum for relativistic particles, K’s, protons and 

deuterons. Particles have a variation in flight time of several nanoseconds due 

to unequal path lengths through the spectrometer. This variation can be reduced 

by limiting the vertical aperture A$ of the spectrometer. The solid lines in the 

figure indicate this variation for A$ = 120 mrad, the fullest possible aperture of 

the spectrometer. The spectrometer is normally run with A$ = 60 mrad. The 

dot.ted lines indicate the increased variation in flight time due to a 10% momentum 

acceptance of the spectrometer. Electrons and T’S which are relativistic over 

the useful range of the spectrometer have no appreciable variation in velocity 

due to the 107; momentum acceptance. The tivo variations should be added in 

quadrature; however, on the graph they are added linearily to give the extreme 

variation. 

By splittjng the focal plane into regions of cliffercnt momentum v,rith the 

COLmtCrS, the resolution betT>vccn two different particles could be improved by 

considering the time -of-flight separately in the counters. The variation due to 

different len$h flight paths associated with A$ acceptance of the spectrometer 

could be reduced in two ways: 

1. Reduce the Ag of the spccti’ometer. This can be done simply by 

reducing the spcctl:w:cter apcrturc. 

2. Xcasure + angle :‘, i t?l. tn‘o hodoscope countc:r :xrrays anti measure the 

flight time separately for c?iffcrent f: angles. This requires running at 

a seduccci countmg rate in order to allow clear coincidences between 

the two al-says. 
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Since both possibilities entail running at reduced counting rates the first of the 

two is the better choice due to its simplicity. For most applications we do not 

need high resolution so we can accept a simple convenient system without having 

to require the highest resolution possible. However, it is useful to keep in mind 

where improvements in resolution can be made. 

The ~vhole set of curves in Fig. 1 is periodic with the period of the chopped 

beam. In order to make all particles separable at all momenta, it is necessary 

to be able to vary the frequency of the modulation of the beam. This problem 

becomes more severe at loiver momenta 11;ith the correspondingly lower velocities. 

III. GEXERAL DESCRIPTION OF SYSTE:;11 

Figure 2 shows a block dtc, Q ~~anl of the comple tc sys km. A set of electro- 

static clcflcction plates has been installed just after the prcbuncher of the accelera- 

tor. A high voltage pulse-modulated sine wave is applied to these plates. This 

scans the electrons across a small diameter aperture causing the beam injected 

into the accelerator to be modulated into n:irl:oiv bursts separated by half the 

period of lhe applied rf. The choppecl beam is monitor& by a fast toroicl mounted 

just after thr elcctrostzxtic plates. The modulation of the beam is retained through- 

out ?he 2 miles of accelexator and the 2000 feet through the beam switchyard (ESY) 

into the cqxt~imel~ tal area. In the GSY \ve have installed a fast toroid for use of 

the espcrinlcntcr to n1onito.r the mocl~~l~.tion of the beam. The toroid is mounted 

ill the 35‘11 l’at?lcr: tl::in in tilt espcrimci~t~11 arca so tlla t wh?n the electron beam iS 

coni erted to a neutral b~‘;xr1: b~Eorc J.-t-::c!-iing the end si:t:ibn, the toroicl can still 

be ustld. It is mour!l,id before tile eaerg- slits of the I3SY t.0 take advr%nfagC of the 

increased i,:t.cnsity I-efore ihc slits. A circuit hzs been built which can sense 

elcctrokcr?lly any unequal spacin, cr iwtwcen t’he narrow ‘beam pulses. 
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When the beam passes through a target in the experimental area, particles 

of different velocity are produced and detected by the eqerimental apparatus. 

Particles of different velocity will arrive at the time-of-flight counter with different 

phases relative to the modulation of the beam. What is now needed is a reliable 

time reference to give the phase of the modulation of the beam. We have found the 

most convenient t.o be an rf signal derived from the eIectrostatic deflecting plates 

at the gun of lhe accelerator. This signal is necessarily in synchronism with the 

modulation of the beam e The signal is transported through a 500 cable the full 

length of the accelerator to the cotullin, r electronics area, utilizing the high 

quality drive line of the accelerator, which also feeds the ~176 il1I-l~ to the klystrons 

of the ac:c!elcrator. Thus, the signal is transported from the gun to the experimental 

area through a terminatetl cnblc v,Gthout ally active elements that could produce a 

drift in phase. At the counting electronics the zero-crossing of the rf signal is 

seilsecl a:td put into coineirlcncc with the pulse from the time-of-flight counter. 

A time-of-flight spectrum can also bc obtained utilizing a time-to-height converter 

with the counter and zero -crossing pulses servin g as t’ne start and stop pulses, 



bunches in one (chopped) pulse. This simplifies the operation and allows the 

possibility of increased beam intensity and reduced power to drive the chopper 

plates. 

Figure 3 shows the electrostatic deflecting plates that are mounted at the gun 

of the SLAC accelerator. At each zero-crossing of the sine wave applied to the 

plates, electrons are allowed to pass through the aperture uncleflect.ed. The 

chopping power required depends on the energy of the beam, length ar,d separation 

of the plates, distzncc to apcrturc, frequency of the sine wave, loading clue to the 

beam striking the chopper plates, and the desired width of chopped pulses. The 

chopper plates origiwlly built for Group C’s 39 ~11-I~ had to be replaced due to 

the fact we had to chop at a lot\. frequency and therefore required more power to 

drive the chopper plates. 

Spack requirements limited the length of the plates to 11. 5 cm. The Cutout 

portion of the plate>.; reduces the interception of the dcflectcd elcctroxs by the 

plates and subsequent beam loading (see Fig. 3b). The surfaces surrounding the 

plates as well as the end surface in the plane of the aperture are coated with a 

carLwn suspctisioi; to minjmize secondary emission. 

The signal ~roltage required is inverse11 proportional to the chopping frcqupncy. 

Beam loading imposes se;-cre recluircnlcuis on the po\ver. T\VO power sources 

haLye been cox trucicd : 

1. A fixed-frcquenc\ power ~mplificr at 39. GG’i JkIIIz driven SJXCllI~Ol!OL~Sl~ 

with the ZCCC~~~X~(-I~ ri pO\iFc:L’. 
1 

2. A pov:er ax:p!ifier v,-ith 2 conticuouslg~ vxri:l blc frequency from 6 to 

20 ?,ii!z. In :~cldi;ion elc\.cn , fix:ccl, cryst2.I -co;:lro!!ed frecjucncies in 

the range i 0 to 2 0 J;I-IY nre sclec:rcblc via a switch. This unit. could 

also lx.2 dVi\-w S!,!-!~llrO!lO~l:-:l~- pJ;o:-idctl 311 aI)ill’Ol,. >-i?te sabh2rmonic of 
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the accclcrntor rf is supplied. The output of the amplifier is GO l;W 

peal-; which corresponds at 360 cps to several hundred watts average 

power. 

Figure 4 shows the wave form appcnring on the chopper plates. The electrons 

are injected for 1. 6 Ltsec in the center of the pulse where phase shifts clue to 

transients are reduced. A 50.9 cable transmits the sigxal from the amplifier to 

a step up transformer which, together with the capacity of the deflection plates, 

resonates at the chopping frequency. At the present, it is required to change the 

transformer whenever the chopping freciueney is altcrcd. 

A second set of chopper pl.ates is being installed at the end of the first accelera- 

tor section which ill conjunction with the first pair of plrrtes can produ.cc a c!;o~q~c3 

bczm with separations up to 75 nscc. The first set of pl.ates can be powered b2’ 

the 30. 667 EIz, lvhilc the second set can be driven OX a saX?armonjc of the 

39. 667 hIlIz dovn to G. 611 JIlIz. This alloJ:‘s one to trtkc aclx1 ntage of b0t.h tlic: 

sharp time definition of the 39. 667 MHz chopping and the larger spacing of the 

lower chopping frequency. The second set of plates is also useful in removing 

darl; current. 
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V. TIME M?IRKER 

Once the beam is chopped the central problem becomes one of obt&ning a 

reliable and convenient time marker to be placed in coincidence with the pulse of 

the time-of-flightcounter. The voltage on the chopper plates is necessarily phase 

locked with the modulation of the beam. Since there is 60 k\V of rf power available, 

it is easy to pick off a few volts to be used as a time marker in the experimental 

area.. However, this signal must be transmitted over two miles to the experimen’zl 

area without drift in phase or large attenuation. In order to accomplish this we 

made use of the drive line of the SI,AC accelerator, The drive line distributes the 

476 MHz rf power to feed the klystrons of the accelerator. At each klystron there is 

a high-pass filter which allo~vs the low frequency chopper rf to pass unaffected 

down the drive line with only 4dB attenuation at 10 hIHz for the entire two miles. 

Experimc:~tally we have found the presence of the low frequency signal on the drive 

line tu have no noticeable effect on the operation of the accelerator. The 50 volts 

d.erivcd at the chopping plates is inserted on the drive line at the gun end of the 

accelcl%tomr with a dipleser and removed the same way in Counting House A. The 

signal is transmitted through 400 m of 7/S” Hclias cable from the end of the 

accelerator to the experimental area. (2dB loss at 10 MHz). This completely 

passive netx;ox-k is effected only by temperature which , for the cstreme variations 

espcctecl (e- ?.‘I? for drive lint and 5 20’3’ for the Heliax) , gives only a variation in 

tirnc of 0. 15 nsec. Th.e rf structure of tile time marker allo~vs ox to make use of 

the chronotron method of Cottini and Gztti in a natural way. 596 
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VI. BSY TOROID 

A fast toroid was mounted in the BSY as a beammonitor and for possible use 

as a time marker in case the drive line scheme clid not work out in practice. 

This was necessary since the design and planning of the system was done before 

the accelerat.or was in operation and there was no way of checking the feasibility 

of the drive line scheme. 

The toroid is mounted just after collimator C-10. The toroid is placed out- 

side of the vacuum aroxnd 5.2 cm diameter stainless tube (SW Fig. 6). The tube 

is 28 cm long with two vacuum flanges welded on either end. One flange is insulated 

from the skinless steel tube with a ceramic insulator. This allows the toroicl to 

magnetically scnsc! the beam although it is esterllal to the vacuum system. The 

toroid is made of two U-shapccl ferrites , Ferroscube type lF/3C5-BGB. A 

copper strip 5 cm wide provides 3 single turn of a 1:l. transformer. This one turn 

rather than several not only @yes us a bigger sign::1 but has a faster rise time. Its 

performance is illustrated in Fig. 7. l‘herc is room fcr a second toroid around 

the tube for another purpose, if necessary. The signal is transported through 190 m 

of 7/8” FIclias cable to Counting IIottse A. 

DL:~ to beznl steering cli”ccts at the gun of the accelerator, it is possible for 

the spacjns b9x~n the choppccl beam pulses to be npcriodic by several nanoseconds. 

The toroid ojvcs the cxperiuxenter a convex-ii(xt monitor to check the modulation 

of the beam. IVe hs\re also Jxilt a circuit thnt I\;ill take the sigxfl from the toroid 

al:d c!cctro.iiicallJ Ci!CCk the 2 pCL’iOd:‘City Of thi? Cl1Op;Xtl bt?? Ill. 
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VII. ELECTRONICS 

1. Frequency doubling and zero-crossing circuit: The voltage of the rf 

signal, picked off at the chopper plates, is of the order of 10 volts by the time it 

reaches the Counting House. It is easy to sense the zero-crossing of this signa. 

in a reliable way. However, for every period of the rf there are two chopped 

beam pulses. Since we would like to vary the frequency of the chopper rf, it 

v~oulcl beinconvenient to generate the t\vo s ignals with fixed delay lines. We have 

chosen to do it electronically. 

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the electronics. Below we describe the 

circuitry used in the Counting House. 

Figure 8 shov;s the diclgram for this circuit. Freyucncy doubling is effected 

via an unbalanced -to -lxla~nccd coasi3 1 transformer, producing two signals 180’ 

apart. Any asymmetries due to transformer construction or str3.y capncitics can 

be removed by adjusting the “phase adjust” capacitor. The two sine waves are 

applied to two iden ticnl circuits. Ql ancl Q2 are emitter coupl.ed swit-ches with a 

tunnel diode in the collector circuit of QZ sensing one zero-crossing of the sine 

wdve. A tunnel diode at @ senses the second zero-crossh~g n radian away. The 

clwation of the pulse prodt.~cccl is clc?fcrmined by the inducior. (23 ant1 QF form a11 

OR cixl!it whi1.c Q7 and Q3 provide an output stage. The C.4 L./R.UN sv;ilch disables 

the lil:pCIJ channel thus allo\:-ing calibrf tion of the time jlltcrval checking cjrctlit. 

The circuit works over an input range from I. lo 1.. 5 volts. @SW the ‘tp!x!se 

acljusttl pot is set the output piilsc5 arc \-cr~- cl.oscl~- eyi::i.lly sp3c~d 0’:er the 

frecluellcg* range 10 io 30 3111~. Figure 9 sho\vs the output \ia.vcform of :hc circuit 

with 10 and 215 XIz sigals. 
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2. Time interval chcckcr: In setting up the time-of-flight system we have 

to check that the beam chopping is periodic and that the zero-crossing and doubl- 

ing circuit produces an equally spaced tl%in of output pulses. Aperiodic spacing 

of the chopped beam pulses result from mis-steering of the beam through the 

chopper plates. An aperiodic output of the zero-crossing circuit is corrected by 

adjusting the “phase adjust” potentiometer. The circuit of Fig. 10 can check the 

presence of such asymmetries with a resolution of l/3 nsec, the spacing due to 

the microwave rf structure in the beam. The input pulse is split into two components. 

One is applied to one side of a differcntia1 amplifier, the other is delayed through a 

fixed delay in series wvjth a 500 trombone, and applied to the other side of the 

amplifier. The output transistor is capable of driving a 5O.c! cable. 

3. Time-to-heigi:.t converter (THC!): A time -to -height circuit was desisnecl 

that could be driven off standard Chronetics logic pulses (30Om~, 5 nsec). The 

circuit converts to a voltage the time separation between the leading edges of two 

pulses: In our case, an event pulse and the first zero-crossing reference pulse 

following the event. The coincidence logic shown in Fig. 2 ensures tllat a STOP 

signal arrives at the THC! only after 11:~ receipt of a START pulse. The logic 

retains the lcncling edge of the STOP pulse even in the ambiguous cases where ihe 

STOP and STilRT pulses overlap. The circuitry is made to block after receipt 

of the START and STOP pulses so that it is inoperative for the remaining part of 

the beam pulse (STAC l~emn pulse = 1. 6 ~~scc). The output of the ci.rcuit was 

made to drive the palse heigl-llt. annlyzcrs a\vailable at the time of cOnstl’Ucti0n. 

The specifications of the circuit are: 

Input sensitivit,y: 150mV fc\r 5 nsec pulses. 

R,ange : 56 nsec, max. (can bc increased). 

Linearity: Better than 0.5 nsec in the range of 4 to 56 nscc. 
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outputs : 1. -2 volts into 93 ohms. Rise Time: 250 nsec; 

Busy Signal : 

decay time constant: 22 psec. 

2. + 0.8 volts into 50 ohms. 

3. Two outputs of 0.4 volts into 50 ohms. 

Inhibits incoming signals (START and STOP) whenever 

an event has been accepted. Duration of inhibit pulse 

is 3.5 psec (can be varied). 

Figure 11 shows the block diagram of the THC; the transistor numbering 

corresponds to that of the detailed circuit diagram, Fig. 12. The block diagram 

and its waveforms help to make the operation of the circuit clear. 

A START pulse via the inpui stage, Ql - Q2, triggers the blocking oscillator 

Q3 producing a signal whose duration is longer than the maximum time separation 

betxeen the START and STOP IJdse. The current slvitch, Q7 - Q9, is set and 

charges linearly the capacitor C. A circuit similar Lo Ql - Q3 produces the pulse 

required to switch the current source off after receipt of a STOP signal. The time 

definition of the START pulse can be improved by the use of a zero-crossing dis- 

criminator. We used an EGG zero-crossing discriminator type T 140/K. 

The vol.tngc developed across the C:ijJxciLOr C decays with a tinlc constant of 

22 llsec to match the requirements of lhc Nuclear Data pulse height analyzers. 

Additional outputs are clcrived to drive the A/D converter of the SDS 9300 and to 

develop logic gating. The ‘!busy’! lnollosta.blcapplies ncgatjve pulses of 3. 5 ,LLSCC 

duration to the right side of the input transistor p;lir in bcth, the STAR?’ and 

STOp ~:h2~lge]., to i:dlijjit any sigx31 axivi?lg after the t.ime-to-height conwrsion 

process has coxmcnced. 
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VIII. PERFORMANCE 

The time-of-flight system has been used in several experiments performed 

with the SLAC 1.6 GeV/c spectrometer. We have run the system for several days 

at a time and have not experienced any drifts or changes. The circuitry worked 

from the start and has not experienced any failures. The chopping operation at 

the gun has been very stable. The spacing between the chopped pulses has been 

found to be closely equal. Thus, the circuit that was built to electronically 

monitor the spacing was not very essential to the operation. 

The best we have done with respect to loss of beam due to the chopping operation 

has been a loss of a factor of 3,5 from that possible without the modulation. How- 

ever, not much effort has been made to understand and improve this situation. 

We have found the time-of-Qht system extremely useful for diagonostic 

work. At times we have relied on the time-of-flight only as a coincidence reyuire- 

men t. At oL.her times we have just displayed the ti.me-of-flight spectra as’a 

monitor of the experiment. Sometimes we have used both, Although the system 

was dcsigncd specifically for use Ivith the 1, 6 GeV/c spectrometer, it can be used 

in any experiment21 area of SLAC, 

Figures 13,14, and I.5 s?low time-of-flight specka. taken under varying 

experimenkl conditjons with the I, 6 GeV/c spectrometer, The first two spectra 

are f.2ken with no xquirement s made in the counting system other than a coincj.dence . 

k’igure 15 shows the spectrum of xq<e and Cerenkov radixlion from a K-meson as 

required by the counters, For tht? particles of Fig. 13 and 14 the pillse heights 

in the cormtcrs are very similar insize but are clearly separable in the time-of- 

flight snf\“tra. I jL 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Time-of-flight of various particles through the 1.6 GeV/c spectrometer. 

Indicated are the extreme variations in flight path due to momentum accept- 

ance and flight path differences of the spectrometer. The two variations are 

added linearly to show the extreme variations. 

2. Block diagram of the complete system. 

3. Deflection plates at the gun of the accelerator used to chop the beam. The 

design of the plates maximizes the deflection of the beam for a given rf 

voltage in the restricted space. The cutout portion of the plates is to 

minimize loading of the plates by the beam. The capacitive pickup serves as 

a monitor and a time marker, 

4. The waveform observed on the chopper plates with 10 MHz rf. 

Vertical = 1025 V/div. 

Horizontal = (a) 2 psec/div. 

(b) 40 nsec/div, 

,The electron beam is injected for 1.6 psec in the center portion of the pulse. 

5. Waveform observed on the oneJurn toroid mounted downstream of the gun 

using the choppecl beam, rr (10 to 90%) = 0,3 nsec, 

-qertical = 0.1 V/cm 

Horizontal = 0.5 nsec/cm 

6, EWlIli switchyard one -turn toxoid, Toroid used by the experimenter to monitor 

the chopping of the beam,, The toroid is mounted outside the ~cuum so changes 

can be made without breaking the vacuum of the accelerator. 
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7. BSY toroid using pulser as primary signal. Lower trace-input signal. 

Upper trace-output into 50R. 

Vertical = 0.1 v/cm 

Horizontal = 1 nsec/cm . 

Sensitivity of toroid = 5 volts/amp 

8. Frequency cloublin~ 7’ and zero crossing circuit. This circuit takes the rf 

signal frcm the chopper capacitive pickup and converts it to a train of pulses 

equally sp~~cecl at a frequency lxice that of the rf. 

9. Output waveforms from zero-crossing circuit. 

Vertical = 0.1 V/cm 

Horizontal = 10 nsec/cm 

10. Time interval checker. This circuit accepts the train of pulses from the BSY 

toroicl or the frequency cloub!ing circuit and produces a null OutpUt w:hcn they 

are equally spaced. 

11. Block diagram of the time-to-height converter. The TIiC compares the 

leading edge of ixo pulses ad converts this time separation to a voltage 

suitdde for pulse height anal)-sis. The circuit has a clexl-time of 3. 5 llsec 

so only one event is accepttd for the duration of the 1. 6 ilsec SLAC beam 

pulse. 
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14. Time-of-flight spectra obtained with the 1. 6 GeV/c spectrometer at 562 hIeT’/c. 

Here deuterons and alpha particles have insufficient range to make it through 

the counter system. 

15. Time-of-flight spectra taken with the requirement of a focussing Cerenkov 

counter tuned for K-mesons. 
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